
Weddell seals are the cats of the Antarctic. They’re slinky, lithe and sensual. And their vocalisation? You’ve never heard  
anything quite so surreal. Google it! OPPOSITE Penguins will often sit on their heels to reduce bodily contact with the ice.
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Antarc t ica
This untouched continent of rock and ice, painted  

in shades of whites and blues, provides the perfect  
canvas for exquisite portraits of its rich wildlife
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Young chinstrap penguins play a childish 
game of splash in the shallows.

King penguins are very social and come together in 
their thousands to lay eggs and raise their young. 

The leopard seal, almost four metres long and weighing up to 600 kilograms, is an apex predator that dines on penguins and other seals.

Crabeater seals don’t eat crabs, actually. They eat krill, a diet that turns their poo pink.
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Gentoo penguins are like  
fast-moving bullets in the water.  

On land, however, they are 
inelegant waddlers.

To speed things up a little,  
they will often lie on their bellies  

and ‘toboggan’ down slippery slopes.
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ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER
Dale Morris is a conservation 
photographer, writer and 
photographic guide. He has 
spent the past 25 years working 
on wildlife and research 
projects around the world, 
including Costa Rica (studying 
turtles, army ants, jumping 
spiders, capuchin monkeys 
and jaguars) and in Nigeria 
(raising orphaned chimps).  
Dale’s articles have been 
published in BBC Wildlife, 
National Geographic and  
CNN Travel, among others.

HOW HE GOT THE SHOTS
I was guiding on my first-ever 
trip to the Antarctic region 
aboard the research/specialist 
cruise ship Akademik Ioffe. It’s  
a small ship that facilitates 
landings in inflatable boats. 
Shore excursions gave me  
and my clients plenty of 
opportunities to get up close  
to the various animals that  
live in this remarkable place. 
What’s more, most of the 
animals are unafraid of  
humans. It’s a photographer’s 
dream. geckoeye.com

A southern royal albatross rarely seen on land. They glide over the open ocean for months at a time.

Like the tale of the ugly duckling,  
king penguin chicks eventually grow up 

to be magnificent and gorgeous.


